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Abstract: This article aims to evaluate how the field of Sufism
providesopportunities to develop solutions to the problems in modern
educational systems, based on clues that Kenan Rifai (1867-1950), one of the
late Ottoman Sufis, provided on the understanding of Sufism and the Sufi lodge
(tekke). After giving brief information about Kenan Rifai, his understanding of
the dervish lodge will be summarized and, based on this summary, the methods
of benefiting from this understanding about the future of education and of Sufi
education in particular will be explained.
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Xülasԥ: Bu mԥqalԥ mԥrhum OsmanlÕ sufilԥrindԥn olan Kԥnan Rifainin
(1867-1950) tԥsԥvvüf anlayÕúÕ vԥ sufi tԥkkԥlԥri haqqÕnda verdiyi ipuclarÕna
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dԥrviú tԥkkԥsi haqqÕndaki anlayÕúÕ ümumilԥúdirilԥcԥk vԥ bu xülasԥyԥ ԥsaslanaraq
tԥhsilin gԥlԥcԥyi barԥdԥ bu anlayÕúdan faydalanma metodlarÕ verilԥcԥk vԥ
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Introduction
What is education and how can it be defined? This classical question of
educational sciences actually has a very simple answer: education is life itself.
The experiences brought by life change, transform, and educate individuals. In
this respect, living is an educational process.
From a technical lens, the concept of education contains myriad details.
The word education calls up formal institutions with schools coming to mind
first. Although education often exists outside of school informally, in
environments such as family, relatives and friends and media, today the first
connotation of the word education has become almost exclusively the school
institution. In this sense, education is a phenomenon that every segment of
society approaches with great expectations. Especially with modernization,
expectations from the institution of the school have increased and diversified.
On the other hand, it is obvious that modern education systems are experiencing
major problems from various angles all over the world. As a social institution,
the school is directly affected by social factors, while it is simultaneously –and
paradoxically- expected to overcome these social problems. Within this
relationship, the school institution, deemed responsible for students to have
knowledge, skills, attitudes and behaviors in line with the curriculum, and
preparing individuals for society, has a heavy responsibility. The scope of this
responsibility ranges from academic goals to social and emotional goals. The
school should teach children subjects such as mathematics and science, etc., and
equip them to have a good profession. The school should also improve social
functions such as obeying rules, working cooperatively, and developing good
relationships with peers and other members of society. In addition, school should
ensure that students are honest, hardworking, patient, respectful and affectionate
individuals.
To what extent does the school meet these expectations? In a very general
way, the school fulfills its task of equipping individuals academically, that is, it
achieves cognitive goals, but fails to meet expectations in fostering beliefs,
attitudes and values –called affective goals- and adopting them. Meanwhile, the
school falls short of truly integrating individuals with themselves and with
society and ensuring the peace and happiness of society and individuals. This
situation arises, among other reasons, from the fact that modern education is
based on an understanding that lacks a holistic approach to human beings.
In this article, we will try to evaluate how the field of Sufism offers an
opportunity develop solutions to these problems experienced in the modern
education systems, based on clues that Kenan Rifai (1867-1950), one of the late
Ottoman Sufis, provided us through his understanding of Sufism and the Sufi
lodge (tekke).

Kenan Rifai1, Sufism, and Education
Kenan Rifai’s grandfather, a Sufi from the latter periods of the Ottoman
Empire, was HacÕ Hasan Bey of the Plovdiv notables. His father was Abdülhalim
Bey and his mother was Hatice Cenan HanÕm. Kenan Rifai was born in 1867 in
Thessaloniki, where his family was located due to his father’s duty.
Kenan Rifai spent his childhood years in Plovdiv with his grandfather, and
his father, Abdülhalim Bey, served as the delegate of Plovdiv for some time. The
family, who came to Istanbul after the political peace in the Balkans deteriorated,
settled in a wooden residence in the neighborhood of HÕrka-i ùerif. Abdülhalim
Bey first took the Registry Manager position in Mail and Telegram
Administration. Then he became the Administrator of Telegram.
Kenan Rifai completed his education at the Imperial Galatasaray Lyceum
[Galatasaray Mekteb-i Sultânîsi] where some of his teachers in this school were
Muallim Naci, Muallim Feyzi, Recaizade Mahmud Ekrem and Zihni Efendi.
Following his graduation, Kenan Rifai entered the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
[Bâb-Õ Âlî Hâriciye Kalemi], and became a natural sciences teacher at the Persian
School [Acem Mektebi]. After a while, he became an assistant accountant at the
Directorate of Mail and Telegram [Posta Telgraf Nezâreti] while also continuing
his education at the Law School.
Kenan Rifai worked in educational institutions as a teacher and
administrator throughout his life. He worked as headmaster at BalÕkesir High
School, Principle of Education of Adana, Principal of Education of Konya,
Principal of Education of Bitola (ManastÕr), Principal of Education of Kosovo,
Principal of Education of Trabzon, Principal of Development High School
[Numûne-i Terakki Müdürlü÷ü], Headmaster at Hamidian Middle School in
Medina, as a French teacher at the Male Teachers School [Erkek Muallim
Mektebi], councilman of the Scholarly Research Council [TedkikƗt-Õ ølmiyye],
the Directorate of Darussafaka [Dârüúúafaka] High School, and member of the
Department of Education [Meclis-i Maarif]; after retiring, he taught Turkish at
the Fener Rum High School for thirteen years.2
His mother Hatice Cenan HanÕm took great care of her son’s spiritual and
inner education. Kenan Rifai received his first training from his mother, from
whom he inherited his spiritual qualities. His mother entrusted his training at a
young age to Edhem Shah, an UwaysƯ-QƗdirƯ murshid. Edhem Shah was a
civilian, in the sense that he had not conducted his sayr al-sulǌk (spiritual
wayfaring) with a sheikh in a lodge and received khilƗfa (succession). Kenan
Rifai later served Sheikh al-MashƗyikh ণamza al-RifƗ‘Ư, a descendant of Aতmad
1
For detailed information about Ken’an Rifai see Mustafa TahralÕ, “Kenan Rifâî”, Türkiye
Diyanet VakfÕ øslam Ansiklopedisi (DøA), 25, 2002, 254-255; Cemâlnur Sargut, Kenan Rifâî ile
Aúka Yolculuk (østanbul: Sufi Kitap, 2006); Mehmet Demirci, Ken’an Rifâî YazÕlarÕ (østanbul:
Cenan VakfÕ, 2016); Arzu Eylül YalçÕnkaya, Ken’ân Rifâî: HayatÕ, Eserleri ve Tasavvuf
AnlayÕúÕ, Doktora Tezi, Bursa Uluda÷ Üniversitesi Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Doktora Tezi,
Bursa, 2020. The Door of Mercy: Kenan Rifai and Sufism Today - International Syposium
Proceedings, Volume I, Edited by TURKKAD Turkish Women Cultural Association østanbul
Branch (Istanbul: Nefes Publishing House, 2017).
2
Mehmet Demirci, “Kenan Rifai’s Life and Personality”, The Door of Mercy: Kenan Rifai and
Sufism Today - International Syposium Proceedings, Volume I, Edited by TURKKAD Turkish
Women Cultural Association østanbul Branch (Istanbul: Nefes Publishing House, 2017), 15-17.
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al-RifƗ‘Ư, in Medina, where he stayed for four years due to his duty. After saying,
“I do not know who is whose murshid, you mine or I yours?” the sheikh gave
him khilƗfa and ijƗza (permission).1 Other tarƯqas that Kenan Rifai was
authorized with are Mawlawiyya and ShƗdhaliyya.2
In 1908, he established a lodge using his own means called Ummu Ken’an
Dargah-Õ Sharif, in the yard of the residence they had bought in the neighborhood
of HÕrka-i ùerif, and started his spiritual guidance (irshƗd). After the ban on Sufi
lodges in 1925, Ummu Ken’an Dargah was used as a residency by his family.
During the years where all types of religious-Sufi education and training were
banned, he continued to guide the new generation through spiritual discourses
attended only by his family, relatives and close friends.
Kenan Rifai, who took the surname Büyükaksoy after the enactment of the
surname law, passed away on July 7, 1950 and was buried in the graveyard of
the Merkezefendi Mosque.3
His works are as follows:
1. Mukteza-yÕ Hayat [Necessities of Life – Science and natural sciences
book – østanbul 1308/1891],4
2. Rehber-i Salikin [Guidebook for Dervishes – on the method and
manners in tarƯqa – østanbul 1327/1909],5
3. Tuhfe-i Ken’an [Gift of Ken’an – Translation of about 340 hadiths and
Imam Busiri’s Qasida Al-Burda and some hymns – østanbul 1327/1911],6
4. Seyyid Ahmed er-Rifâî [About Ahmad al-Rifai and his tarƯqa – østanbul
1340/1924],7
5. ølâhiyât-Õ Ken’an [Hymns of Ken’an – østanbul 1341/1925],8
6. ùerhli Mesnevî-i ùerif [Commentary on Rumi’s Masnavi – østanbul
1973],9
7. Sohbetler [Spiritual Discourses – østanbul 1991].10
1

Mustafa TahralÕ, “Kenan Rifâî”, Türkiye Diyanet VakfÕ øslam Ansiklopedisi (DøA), 25, 2002,
254-255.
2
Arzu Eylül YalçÕnkaya, Ken’ân Rifâî: HayatÕ, Eserleri ve Tasavvuf AnlayÕúÕ, Doktora Tezi,
Bursa Uluda÷ Üniversitesi Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Doktora Tezi, Bursa, 2020, 156-160.
3
Mehmet Demirci, Ken’an Rifâî YazÕlarÕ (østanbul: Cenan VakfÕ, 2016), 19.
4
Ken’an Rifâî, Muktezâ-yÕ Hayât (HayatÕn Gerekleri), Edited by Mustafa TahralÕ (østanbul:
Cenan VakfÕ, 2020).
5
Ken’ân Rifâî, Rehber-i Sâlikîn (Sâliklerin Rehberi), Edited by Mustafa TahralÕ (østanbul: Cenan
VakfÕ, 2019).
6
Ken’ân Rifâî, Tuhfe-i Ken’ân (Arma÷an), Hadîs-i ùerifler ve Kasîde-i Bürde’nin Manzum
Tercümesi. Edited by Mustafa TahralÕ (østanbul: Cenan VakfÕ, 2018).
7
This work was published by Cenan Foundation twice, in 2008 and 2015.
8
ølâhiyat-Õ Ken’an was republished after revisions in 1974, 1988 and 2014, following the first
copy. See Yusuf Ömürlü ve Vasfi Emre Ömürlü, “ølâhiyât-Õ Ken’an”, Rahmet KapÕsÕ
UluslararasÕ Kenan Rifâî Sempozyumu Bildirileri, Edited by TÜRKKAD Türk KadÕnlarÕ Kültür
Derne÷i østanbul ùubesi, (østanbul: Nefes YayÕnlarÕ, 2017), 131-142. See for the last edition of
the work, Ken’ân Rifâî, ølâhiyât-Õ Ken’an (NotalarÕyla Bestelenmiú ølâhîler), Edited by Yusuf
Ömürlü (østanbul: Cenan VakfÕ, 2014).
9
See for the last edition of the work, Ken’ân Rifâî, ùerhli Mesnevî-i ùerif, (østanbul: KubbealtÕ
NeúriyatÕ, 2015). Also see the English version of ùerhli Mesnevî-i ùerif: Kenan Rifai, Listen:
Commentary on the Spiritual Couplets of Mevlana Rumi, Translated by Victoria Holbrook
(Louisville, KY: Fons Vitae, 2011).
10
See for the last edition Ken’ân Rifâî, Sohbetler (østanbul: KubbealtÕ NeúriyatÕ, 2018). Apart
from this work and other works, the entire work of KazÕm Büyükaksoy, which was published for

The importance and meaning of placing Kenan Rifai at the center in an article
on Sufism and education –as can be seen from the explanations above- is that Kenan
Rifai was an accredited Sufi and murshid from four tarƯqas, who also studied at the
Imperial Galatasaray High School and received a good education for his time. He
was actually an educator, as he worked as a teacher, school administrator and
education director in many provinces in Ottoman lands. As an educator and a sheikh
during a particular period of accelerated modernization, Kenan Rifai is a special
case for Turkey both in terms of Sufism and history of education.
In addition, Kenan Rifai’s lodge was the last one permitted to be
established within the borders of the Ottoman Empire. Kenan Rifai closed his
lodge without objection in 1925, in accordance with the ban on lodges. As he is
also a relatively recent figure, the context which Kenan Rifai’s views and
practices can be based on presents a ground to which our social experiences can
extend and bears a feature we are relatively familiar with.
Although Kenan Rifai’s view of Sufism has been partly evaluated in
various works, there is no study focusing on his educator identity in terms of his
duties in the Ministry of Education.1 This article does not aim to address Kenan
Rifai’s thoughts on education in detail either. Rather, the aim is to evaluate his
views on the meaning, place and context of Sufi education within the framework
of his views on dervish lodges.
Could Sufi circles, following the loss of their conventional context and
space with the closure of lodges, have been able to distill the function of tekkes
from the form and reflect them to new fields? This is a question that we need to
search for the answers in historical and sociological studies. In addition, it is not
only about the history and function of a particular institution, but also, somehow,
quite related to the current situation that we have been experiencing the rise of
Covid-19 pandemic. The pandemic has led all of us to ponder the meaning and
essence of educational practices that have been institutionalized on the basis of
being dependent on a specific place and context.
Sufism: The Exterior (ZƗhir) and Interior (BƗtin) Dimension
Junayd al-BaghdƗdƯ (d. 297/909), one of the Sufis who is referred by
Kenan Rifai while answering the question of “What is Sufism?”, says that “God
kills you from you and revives you with Him”.2 This definition is mentioned
twice in the Discourses (Sohbetler) of Kenan Rifai, with a reference to Junayd

the third time in 2013 after its first edition in 1952 and the second edition in 1968, with the title
“Memories of Masnavi from Ken'an Rifai”, consists of the notes in Masnavi lectures taken by
himself, Semiha Cemal, Samiha Ayverdi and Ziya Cemal Büyükaksoy. See KazÕm Büyükaksoy,
Ken’ân Rifâî’den Mesnevî HâtÕralarÕ (østanbul: Nefes YayÕnlarÕ, 2013). In addition, his
unpublished works named Arabic in Forty Lessons dated 1317/1901 and The Revolution of the
World, which he translated from Camille Flammarion, are also mentioned. See YalçÕnkaya,
Ken’ân Rifâî: HayatÕ, Eserleri ve Tasavvuf AnlayÕúÕ, 150-151.
1
However, YalçÕnkaya elaborated on Ken’an Rifai's education activities by examining archival
materials about Ken’an Rifai's education duties. See YalçÕnkaya, Ken’ân Rifâî: HayatÕ, Eserleri
ve Tasavvuf AnlayÕúÕ, 41-92.
2
Ethem Cebecio÷lu, “Prof. Nicholson'Õn Kronolojik EsaslÕ Tasavvuf Tarifleri”, Ankara
Üniversitesi ølahiyat Fakültesi Dergisi, 1982, 29, 394.
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al-BaghdƗdƯ.1 In one of these, an explanation comes after the definition as
follows: Sufism means unity. And there are two types of adab (defined variously
as good manners, etiquette, propriety, courtesy, proper comportment) that Sufis
must have. One is exterior (zƗhir), the other is interior (bƗtin). The exterior
(zƗhirƯ) adab is prayer, fasting and pilgrimage. Interior (bƗtinƯ) adab means
getting rid of the animal attributes of man. Thus, it means that he does not break
anyone with his hand or tongue and that his heart is clear of rumors.2 In another
discourse, Kenan Rifai repeats this explanation and adds: “[…] It means that no
one is offended by his hand or tongue and that his heart is free from evil deeds
such as deceit and mischief, and watches God’s Beauty. These are the ones
referred to as Sufis.”3 It is understood that Kenan Rifai defines Sufism as interior
adab. Therefore, Sufism is an insight into the inner world and psychology of the
individual as a field that is directly related to man in terms of its subject and
purpose4 and as stated above, this “interior” aspect that exists together with the
“exterior” component constitutes the main issue to be dealt with in Sufism.
Therefore, the transformative aim of Sufi education is this “inner” aspect.

68

Sufi Education and the Tekke Institution
Sufism is an integral part of Islamic culture and civilization and focuses
on spiritual and moral education. This education is done with a guide (murshid).
In this regard, “schooling” was regarded as tarƯqas and the widespread use of
tarƯqas was associated with the increase in the number of dervish lodges where
this education was held.5 This line of relationship, drawn from tasawwuf to
tarƯqa and from tarƯqa to dervish lodge, points to the fact that the educational
goal i.e. that of Tasawwuf) should be detailed and concretized with a curriculum
i.e. tarƯqa and this curriculum should gain ground with a context, tool, and
institution i.e. a dervish lodge). From this point of view, the history of Sufism
can also be regarded as a kind of “education history” in which the educational
goal, which is expressed as internal purification, is attempted through many
different curricula and contexts, tools and institutions.
Law 677 of 1925 terminated the activities of lodges in Turkey. This
eliminated the base that functioned as a context, tool and institution for Sufi
education within the framework of the relationship mentioned above. There have
been tarƯqa circles wherein the forced closure of an institution that also
performed other important sociological tasks was experienced as a serious
“trauma”. It is quite possible to find this attitude somewhat justified because in
Turkey there was no Sufi education outside the lodge – the Sufism courses taught
in DƗr al-Funǌn in 1908, and in DƗr al-KhilƗfat al-‘Ɩliyya and Suleymaniye
Madrasah in 1917, were the only exceptions.6 Therefore, there has been no

1

Ken’an Rifâî, Sohbetler, økinci BaskÕ (østanbul: KubbealtÕ NeúriyatÕ, 2000), 314, 614.
Rifâî, Sohbetler, 614.
3
Rifâî, Sohbetler, 324.
4
Mustafa Kara, Bursa’da Tarikatlar ve Tekkeler (Bursa: Bursa Büyükúehir Belediyesi, 2012), 31.
5
Ibid., 11.
6
Mustafa TahralÕ, “AçÕlÕú KonuúmasÕ”, øslami ølimlerde Metodoloji/Usûl Mes’elesi II. YayÕna
HazÕrlayan: øsmail Kurt ve Seyit Ali Tüz (østanbul: øslami ølimler AraútÕrma VakfÕ, 2005), 1037.
2

institutional structure other than the tekkes, which are a unique Sufi educational
institution, which has spread to the living culture. Kenan Rifai stopped the
activities of his own lodge without any objection after this law, while some other
circles regreted and reacted the closure of the lodges. Such a welcoming manner
of Kenan Rifai occupies a special place in the history of Sufism in Turkey. When
MawlawƯ Sheikh Abdülbâki (Baykara) Efendi expressed his sorrow about the
closure of the lodges saying, “Once we were cheering up with the reed flute of
MawlƗnƗ, now we became a whistle”, Kenan Rifai replied,
“Why should we become whistles? We are still whatever we were. We
were cheering up in the physical lodge, now we are enjoying the tekke of the
heart. God wanted it that way, He did that. If it comes from Him, all else is
irrelevant. There is no reason to be a whistle… Now our body became a tekke
and our hearts became maqƗms.”1
He also states,
“The purpose of being a dervish is to polish our akhlaq (conducts). If there
is no akhlaq in a dervish, that dervish is not a dervish. Some people think that
tarƯqa and dervishood consist of shouting and whatnot in a dervish lodge. (…)
However, dervishood is not only with the tekke; it can only happen with
humanity and it can only be done by finding the real human being (…).”2
So, with the two statements, Kenan Rifai underlines that the institution of
tekke, which is a tool and context for Sufi education, should not be turned into a
goal. Kenan Rifai drew his vision of an academic future for tasawwuf education
as of the first half of the 20th century and was himself an educator. His
understanding of Sufism and dervish lodge today offers us many clues in terms
of understanding the relationship between education and Sufism in depth.
Sufism in Social Life: A Look at the Educational Function of the Tekke
Osman Ergin, in his work entitled Turkey’s Education History, under the
heading “ZƗwiyas, Tekkes, Dargahs” refers to the following seven aspects of
these institutions regarding their services: “Music and dance place, body training
place, idea training place, guest place, social aid place, treatment place, isolation
place.”3 This classification, in which Ergin explains the functions of tekkes,
refers to the use of the tekke for purposes that we can categorize as a kind of
social service and public education. Here, Ergin explains that in the “Idea
Training” section, which is a title that evokes Sufi education, importance is given
to learning science, literature, especially folk literature, philosophy, sharƯ‘a
(Islamic Law) and some Islamic sciences in the tekkes. He also states that
“especially MawlawƯ lodges have helped the learning of Persian and therefore
Sufism embracing Eastern and Islamic philosophy, to settle and live in our

Ahmet Murat Özel, “Tasavvuf AlanÕnda YapÕlan Tezler: Tadat, Tasnif, Tahlil”, Türkiye
AraútÕrmalarÕ Literatür Dergisi, 2017, 15(30), 390, 391.
1
Sâmiha Ayverdi, Nezihe Araz, Safiye Erol, Sofi Huri, Ken’an Rifâî ve Yirminci AsrÕn IúÕ÷Õnda
MüslümanlÕk, 5. BaskÕ (østanbul: KubbealtÕ NeúriyatÕ, 2003), 123-124.
2
Rifâî, Sohbetler, 493.
3
Osman Ergin, Türkiye Maarif Tarihi (Cild: 1-2). økinci BaskÕ (østanbul: Eser Kültür YayÕnlarÕ,
1977), 224-241.
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country.”1 Ergin later mentions that the dervish lodges are more tolerant than
madrasas2, but he does not include a higher concept or explanation as Sufi
education or “heart education”. He also describes the isolation of patients under
the title of “Place of Isolation”, which evokes the khalwa (seclusion) of Sufi
education.3 Why is the “internal purification”, which is the main function of the
tekkes, not mentioned in this classification? The absence of this explanation in
the section entitled “tekke” in this voluminous and important study must not be
a result of ignorance, negligence, or forgetfulness. The political atmosphere of
1943, when the first edition of the work was written and completed,4 might be
considered as a likely and strong obstacle to the author expressing this issue.5
Although in other parts of the book there are lines that imply the function of
internal purification in Sufism, together with expressions that clearly show that
the author was familiar with the history and doctrine of Sufism and stood on the
side of Sufism and Sufis, this essential function of the dervish lodges was not
clearly stated. However, another kind of explanation brings a different
perspective and enlightens us by presenting an interpretation of the social
function of Sufism along with its function of internal purification.
For centuries Sufism, which means the spirit and essence of religion, has been
part of our society’s way of thinking and living for centuries. This is to such a degree
that the teachings of Sufism dissolved in the spirit of the society and penetrated into
every element that can be considered “social”. So much so that this teaching is
always present inside and outside of us like the various gases in the atmosphere,
which are invisible but exist in every particle of air. In this sense, Sufism is a “subtle”
element of our social life. It always exists, but does not always manifest this
presence with its name and identity. In this respect, Sufism is far from being
expressed and diagnosed as a separate element. Sufism, which means Islamic
akhlaq, has been refined, dissolved and spread in the life of society.6 Society actually
lives Islam and Islamic Sufism without reference to its name, and forms its norms
accordingly. For example, the reflex of offering a treat immediately to the guest who
comes home stems from the Prophet, who is the one of the fundamental references
of Sufism. It derives from the treatment of the Prophet, but this behavior is so
internalized that the imagination of the society may not remember that this behavior
belongs to the Prophet at the micro level, and this treatment is simply applied as a
norm. These norms are sometimes referred to as conventions/ traditions, but often
such “macro” references are not mentioned. In fact, as long as this is the case, the
reference or principle behind that treatment preserves its fluidity, creates new forms,
and continues to navigate freely and vibrantly in the veins of society. It is possible
to see this point especially in art. Art is a means of expressing the level that society
reaches in this morality through the artist, by transforming principles into subtleties.
For example, the point underlined by Samiha Ayverdi, one of the prominent
1

Ergin, Türkiye Maarif Tarihi (Cild: 1-2), 229.
Ibid.
3
Ibid., 237.
4
Ibid., III.
5
Personal communications with Prof. Mehmet Demirci and Prof. Mustafa Kara confirmed this.
6
For examples, see Sâmiha Ayverdi, Millî Kültür Meseleleri ve Maârif DâvâmÕz, 3. BaskÕ
(østanbul: KubbealtÕ NeúriyatÕ, 2006), 76-83.
2

students of Kenan Rifai, regarding the negative effects of bigotry is that of its
dullness and frigidity as opposed to these subtleties.1 This is the case that the
principles circulate as certain symbols and figures, but are distant from the meaning
to which they point. The circulation of the form does not necessarily mean the
circulation of the meaning it represents. The emphasis on “form” that is not
meaningful or frozen constitutes one of the biggest threats against Islam today.
Islam, as a universal religion, has the potential to embrace all humanity and the
universe. In this case, any point of view that will bring the form to the forefront
serves no other purpose than blocking the peace promised by this religion, which
has the characteristic of transcending ages and cultures. Kenan Rifai’s idea that the
tekke is not the real purpose in this sense, shows a feature that will use the
universality of Islam to the name of humanity. For, while he agrees with the view
that Sufism started with Adam, he also provides a realization ground for the
philosophies that reveal the peace and happiness of humanity as the ultimate goal.
The inner and outer peace of the human may be possible in an environment that will
not allow this finesse to disappear.
Kenan Rifai’s attitude towards the closure of the tekkes, which took place
in 1925, can be read in this manner. As a result, the lodge institution, which
emerged as a social institution on a historical and worldly level and performed
very important tasks, has completed its function within the framework of its
classical form. He initially preferred the form of the dervish lodge, which was
the institutional framework of the time, just to be able to easily and comfortably
fulfill the task assigned by Edhem Shah who once told him “let this meaning in
you not remain in you, distribute it to the people”2. With this first decision, he
showed the signs of not sticking to the physical aspect of this lodge institutions
by seeing deeply the limitlessness of Sufism and the diversity of the methods of
transferring this wisdom. As presented in the book titled Ken’an Rifai and Islam
in the Light of the Twentieth Century, he did not feel uncomfortable with the
decision regarding the closure of the lodges, and he welcomed the situation. In
addition, looking at their expressions in the Discourses, the tekke and dargah
were never regarded as anything other than a “tool” and a “ground”, on the
contrary, it was considered as a place where some negative developments took
place, as mentioned by other sources3 from that period. He is against the
1

“Fanaticism, whether in the form of progressivism in the name of Marxism or in the form of
bigotry in the name of religion, is a disgrace to humanity because it freezes comprehension and
kills humanity.” (A film about Samiha Ayverdi prepared by the Istanbul Branch of the Turkish
Women’s Cultural Association https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vi8fGOwe1kE, accessed:
March 30, 2021); “However, the founder of the religion of Islam saw from the beginning the
necessity and importance of this change, this revolution, and declared and encouraged it to his
ummah in every way. (…) [Ken’an Rifai] knew well that the first need of this both divine and
human religion was its basis on the principle of not losing its gentleness. For revolution does not
mean the immutability and immortality of a value that has been corrupted and renewed. If we
mark it as ‘unalterable,’ we would be killing it by our own hands. A revolution whose gentleness
cannot be benefited from according to the requirements of its time, conditions and good sense,
immediately loses its function by shifting from being a beneficial plan to a harmful one.”
(Ayverdi et. al., Ken’an Rifâî ve Yirminci AsrÕn IúÕ÷Õnda MüslümanlÕk, 178-179).
2
Ayverdi et. al., Ken’an Rifâî ve Yirminci AsrÕn IúÕ÷Õnda MüslümanlÕk, 110-112
3
See øsmail Kara, “Ça÷daú Türk Düúüncesinde Bir Tenkit/ Tasfiye AlanÕ Olarak Tasavvuf ve
Tarikatlar”. Haz. A. Yaúar Ocak. OsmanlÕ Toplumunda Tasavvuf ve Sufiler içinde. økinci BaskÕ
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treatment of dervishood as being confined within the framework of the practices
in the tekke. In one of his discourses, he says, “Dervishood is not just about
jumping in a tekke”1 and in another discourse, he tells one of his students, who
asks whether his poem about the hijrƗn (separation) can be seen as a sign of the
sorrow of those who have been away from the fay( ڲfeyz – blessing) and affection
circle because of the closure of the dervish lodges: “There is not just day, night
is necessary. If you cannot see me with the sun, you can see me with an electric
lamp. The purpose is not simply remembrance (dhikr) in dervish lodges.
Meaning is obtained by finding the human being.”2 The “meaning” in question
here is the association of man with the meaning of God as a result of the
purification of his inner world, that is, vitality.
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Dervish Lodge and Its Aftermath: The Future of Sufi Education
So, what is the model? If the dervish lodge is withdrawn as an institution
–which, according to Kenan Rifai, should never have been the main goal- what
will the next educational “ground” or institution be instead? The phrase “Now
the skin has become a tekke, and the heart is the maqƗm”, which Kenan Rifai
told Abdulbâki Baykara, reminds us of the emphasis on “inner” adab expressed
at the beginning of the study. Kenan Rifai underlines the “inner adab” as an
element that shapes the exterior and is the essence of Sufism, and draws the
direction of education to the inside, that is heart, which is its main place and goal.
As his student Sâmiha Ayverdi also mentions, Kenan Rifai “does not need
to be anchored in the tekke game.”3 Even if possible, he would prefer to spread
his knowledge through an academy.4 The academy represents the highest level
in knowledge and ideational development and education; therefore, it should be
the institution that produces information at the level of abstraction and validity
adaptable to every case. This is to manifest (discover), appreciate, and live the
“most subtle” that has the ability to navigate the phenomenon (field) of all
sciences and disciplines.
Moving Sufism to the academy means researching and teaching Sufism at
the highest level; however, there should be an additional level about living this
teaching. Knowing in Sufism begins with ‘ilm al-yaqƯn. This level refers to
knowing only as knowledge. This is followed by ‘ayn al- yaqƯn, which we can
describe as “enjoying”. The highest level of learning is haqq al-yaqƯn. Cognitive
goals, which are heavily emphasized in education today, are related to the aspects
of knowing something as information5 and being able to process at the mental level
with information (‘ilm al-yaqƯn). This scope does not include stages such as
(Ankara: Atatürk Kültür, Dil ve Tarih Yüksek Kurumu Türk Tarih Kurumu YayÕnlarÕ, 2014),
763; Mustafa Kara, “økinci Meúrutiyet Devrinde Derviúlerin Sosyal ve Kültürel Etkinlikleri.”
Haz. A. Yaúar Ocak. OsmanlÕ Toplumunda Tasavvuf ve Sufiler içinde. økinci BaskÕ. (Ankara:
Atatürk Kültür, Dil ve Tarih Yüksek Kurumu Türk Tarih Kurumu YayÕnlarÕ, 2014), 740.
1
Rifâî, Sohbetler, 513.
2
Rifâî, Sohbetler, 566-567.
3
Ayverdi et. al., Ken’an Rifâî ve Yirminci AsrÕn IúÕ÷Õnda MüslümanlÕk, 120.
4
Ibid., 111-112.
5
Benjamin S. Bloom, Max D. Engelhart, Edward J. Furst, Walker H. Hill, David R. Krathwohl,
The Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, The Classification of Educational Goals, Handbook
I: The Cognitive Domain (New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1956).

“adoption”, “internalization” and “action”. However, there is another great
expectation area regarding education, which includes exactly what was just
mentioned. The crisis of education, both formally and informally, is related to this
part. This area is called the affective domain and includes feelings, beliefs, attitudes,
and aspects of akhlaq.1 However, affective goals are the most difficult goals to
measure, achieve and keep under control. It is not easy to ensure its permanence. It
is in relation with many variables, it is known to affect the cognitive field, but it is
difficult to reveal this phenomenon. Internal decency in the definition of Sufism is
approximately related to the affective domain, and the goals of Sufism and the goals
of the affective domain correspond in a way. Today in educational sciences we have
been experiencing a dilemma regarding affective goals. Because modern education
also defines the affective domain in accordance with the paradigm of positive
sciences: strictly and without taking into account the spiritual essence of human
being. In fact, it does not seem possible to reach affective goals through the tools of
modern education which is based only on the mind. Educational sciences, as a
science that progresses on the basis of positivism and rationalism, would not be able
to benefit from this most important “igniting” power that will help people to
transform themselves. In Sufism however, spiritual essence of humans is regarded
as a starting point, a target and a source of energy.
Today, there are a few points to be emphasized in Sufi education by making
use of this knowledge. One of them is to create universal, new educational
opportunities appropriate to the time through which we will know the Prophet both
personally and with the knowledge he brought in which the Sufi axis is inherent,
through the example of the completed human being which is shown as the means of
reaching the “subtle” goal by Kenan Rifai. This education will be dynamic and
fluent in such a way that “one foot is fixed in the meaning, with the other foot
wanders the forms”, it will have a “cloud” accessibility that is used and nurtured by
different disciplines and perceptions as a “common file”, but it is far from the
hierarchical domination of one or more of these understandings. As the Prophet
expressed, religion is beautiful akhlaq; the way to ensure this morality is to guide
the knowledge of Sufism, which reveals the unity of existence. This knowledge, as
stated at the beginning of the article, is a knowledge that has been tried and proven
in the history that will enable the realization of the goal of integrating the human
being with himself, which could not be achieved with the tools of modern education.
To summarize, the comprehensive framework provided by the holistic
perspective of Sufism for all kinds of educational arrangements is guiding in
terms of the informal dimension of education as well as for all formal levels.
This guiding quality has both a theoretical and practical feature, which can be
seriously analyzed by deeply examining Sufis who lived in the modern period,
such as Kenan Rifai, and who proposed original solutions for the future studies.

1

Krathwohl ve ark., Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, The Classification of Educational
Goals, Handbook II: Affective Domain, 1964. David R. Krathwohl, Benjamin S. Bloom, Bertram
M. Masia, Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, The Classification of Educational Goals,
Handbook II: Affective Domain (New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1964).
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